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Even though she's been brave enough to show off her natural curls, Khlo admitted that finding the right products and styling products were a struggle. She wrote, I have just been using an allover spray, I had never used a curl defining product before this, and I was getting nowhere. The next day, I was like, 'Wow, that worked!' After all
the trials and tribulations, I finally am loving my hair and sharing pics of my tresses. ?? (via Instagram ). Schumer has posted many pics on Instagram showing her natural blonde hair with absolutely no enhancements of any kind. In one picture, she wrote, I know, I know. I am posting an actual photo of my hair. It's not styled, it's not

always flawless, it's not puffy. And yes, it's true. I woke up like this. I have been documenting my hair journey since the beginning, now in the third year. I can't believe I've been doing this since 2016 (via Instagram ). Gigi Hadid is a model and actress that has been growing her hair out since 2015. She's even been open about sharing
pics of her beautiful natural hair. She loves them so much that she posted on Instagram, saying, I Love my hair so much. I feel like it's the highlight of my entire day when I can take care of it. Can we take a moment to appreciate how incredible hair is? It's literally a magical, mystical creature. It can be curly, straight, wavy or

voluminous. It's always changing with your mood, and we should never take it for granted. Posing in tight "feels" on top of the head like this one is definitely a sight to behold. The end result is not surprisingly amazing!
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